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Travel letter 4-2009 

 

icily, especially Syracuse still is one of our favourite places to be. We love the old town, the 

easy way of life and the taste of delicious fresh veggies, fruits large sea sole and tuna. 

 

The town hasn't changed in 4 years; we found 

the dinghy pontoon in the same place as well as 

the open market, supermarkets, wine shop and 

laundry place. All those first-day things done, 

the focus was on, "how to get a new passport" 

from Catania. 

 

The passport tale 
We decided to take an early train to Catania to 

achieve our passport renewal at the Dutch 

Consulate. The train ride was really fascinating 

as the train railroad took us along the beautiful 

coast, green hills, orange tree plantations and not to forget crossing one off the oil refineries in 

Augusta. They must have an interesting safety management policy. 

Catania was delightful, it didn’t take much time to buy a city map, have passport photo's made and to 

find the consulate. Within one hour we had done our business at the consulate and now we had to wait 

three weeks before the new passports would arrive. 

For now it was a nice opportunity to explore the old centre of Catania. We wandered over old piazzas, 

narrow streets and had a good time behind a cool drink observing overheated tourists. Once back on 

board we really did feel like after a nice day out in the fields. 

 

After a little setback because Riens' photo's had to be done again (head to big) and sent them to the 

Embassy in Rome, we indeed got a call that the passports arrived in Catania after 3 weeks. This time 

we took a bus so we could see a different part of Sicily between Syracuse and Catania. 

We were a bit in a hurry because rain and wind were forecasted for the afternoon. So we skipped the 

sightseeing, changed the old passports for the new ones at the consulate and rushed back to Syracuse. 

 

Once back on board we finally took a first good look to admire our new passports. Staring in disbelieve 

at the new passports we invented some nice nicknames for the Dutch civil servants; they forgot 

Ineke's citizens number and switched our signatures. At first the Embassy people in Rome could not 

believe it. "Because they always check the papers with 3 people" which did not really improve our 

opinion about our representatives. In the end the solution was simple; we had to go through the entire 

circus again. 

S 
Aerial photo of Syracuse 

Piazza in Catania 
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Our contact at the consulate in Catania (who is also consul for Finland) saw the bright side of this 

exceptional stupidity because Sicily was one of the most delightful places to be delayed for another 3 

weeks. We appreciated his humour and decided to have a wonderful stay on the island. 

 

Waiting-time enjoyment 
We enjoyed walking through Syracuse’s old town full 

of winding cobbled streets with crumbling houses and 

the many derelict churches. Although it's a little bit 

dirty and not well cared for, this place has something 

very special and we love it! 

 

The fresh food market 

is one of our favourite 

walks (almost every 

morning). 

 

Because it's our 4th 

visit here, we went to 

places we had not been 

before or wanted to 

visit a last time. 

Especially the newer 

part of the town had 

our interest this time. 

It's admirable with large shops and modern buildings 

but we still love the old crumbled part more. 

 

The Sicilians are proud people and love 

their island very much. They really don't 

feel they are part of Italy; first of all 

they are Sicilians. Therefore you see the Sicilian flag instead or next to the Italian one. 

 

Harvest time 
In July & August, the daily air temperature is high as well as the water temperature. A dip is like 

swimming in a hot bath and not as refreshing as you would like it. During an afternoon swim we touched 

the bottom of the dinghy by accident and oh no…, When snorkelling we discovered the bottom was full 

of sea life and that after 2 weeks! 

 

Triggered by the dinghy, we dove to see how 

the hull would be….. Well, we could hardly 

believe what we saw and it's almost 

impossible to describe! 

The prop was 5 times the size she normally 

is and hardly to recognise! It looked like a 

hugh sea anemone made of coral worm. The 

rest of the hull was covered in gooseneck 

barnacles, coral worm and slimy green stuff. 

Pleasure time is over and hard work starts! 

It took us nearly 2 days to get rid of most 

of the nasty stuff. 

Fish market Syracuse 

Fresh veggies market Syracuse 

Fish market Syracuse 

Flag of Sicily 

Sunset at Syracuse anchorage 
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Because we don't have proper diving gear, everything was done on own air and with old muscles. To 

clean it real good has to wait until we are about to move, because we will be here for at least another 

fortnight. From that day on, every other day we examined the growth on the hull, prop and rudder. It 

grew fast, you almost heard the goosenecks growing! 

At the same time a green algae was growing along the wind and waterline almost as fast as the 

goosenecks at the hull. There must have been a kind of fertiliser in the water! (Still, no need for 

holding tanks in Italy?) 

 

Mooring delight 
Because the town quay was off limit most of 

the time the anchorage was crowded. No 

mooring is allowed as long as they are 

building (at the quay) caissons for the new 

breakwater in front of the town quay. 

 

At the end of August the fleet of incoming 

ships dried up a bit, seemingly the holidays 

were over. The only ships coming and going 

are the live-aboard ones. 

 

Once upon a windy morning, a French single-

handed sailing boot sailed into the bay and 

dropped anchor. However, he didn't check if the anchor had dug in, a little strange but let's call this 

the French approach.  

 

Within the hour he jumped into his dinghy to go 

ashore. As usual the afternoon wind picked up, 

today reaching 25 kn. 

Suddenly we heard an attention signal. A Swiss 

boat blew the horn to warn all anchored boats. 

Believe it or not, the French boat without her 

owner was on the move. 

She was quickly dragging over the anchorage, heading straight for our friend's and next-door boat, 

the SY Aquamarijn. Petra was alone with the kids, so we jumped into our dinghy and drove to the 

drifting boat. 2 more dinghies came to rescue or stop the boat before it would crash into other boats 

or on the nearby rocks. Riens and Max climbed on board to release more chain to end the boat's 

dragging. The women stayed in the dinghies and pushed the French boat out of the way of the 

Aquamarijn. 

 

2 men in a big fat dinghy (from a hugh sailing boat) came along, pushed everyone aside, took over the 

whole operation (maybe to earn some extra money????). Therefore Riens & Max jumped off the French 

boat into their own dinghy. Everyone drove to Max' boat to have a drink together. The eager men in 

the fat dinghy had to work alone because all the helpful fellow sailors had jumped ship. 

 

During our drink we observed how the large dinghy pulled the French boat's anchor before towing her 

to a saver spot. They had a difficult job in the strong wind and choppy seas hence the progress was 

slow. After 30 min of troublesome towing, they did alike what Riens' and Max's earlier aim were, 

dropping the anchor and give out a lot of chain. Luckily the anchor was holding this time and the dinghy 

drove back to their boat. 

 

Resue tender of Zeezwaluw 
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And the Frenchman … did he live happily ever after? Well he found his boat at 8 p.m. and quickly 

disappeared inside. Early next morning he left the anchorage in the direction of the boat with the fat 

dinghy. We never heard if he had to pay for the safekeeping of his sailing boat or not. 

 

On the move again 
Thursday September the 10th, 11 o'clock in the morning, the Guardia Costièra came over to inform us, 

that all ships have to leave the anchorage by 8 o'clock tonight or before 8a.m. tomorrow morning. We 

thought this must be a joke, but as you know officials never witticism and especially not the Sicilian's. 

The reason for clearing the anchorage was an International Power boat race during the weekend. 

Therefore we had to go to the marina (100,€/night) or leave the bay for at least 4 days. The option 

was simple, leave Syracuse and sail to the anchorage of Licata at the south/west coast of Sicily. 

 

However, before we would be able to leave, we had to clean the prop and rudder and also get rid of 

most of the big lumps of corral worm and barnacles attached to the rest of the hull. The water tank 

was almost empty. To top it up took several rides with the dinghy (full of jerry cans) to the quayside, 

which took a while. Later on followed by a ride for the last shopping's before the dinghy could be 

hoisted on board. 

The bottom of the dinghy was again a stinking disaster! After 2 hours of hard work the dinghy bottom 

was (more or less) clean and buckets full of seawater cleaned the stinking deck. By then it was 6p.m. 

and to be honest we were too tired to leave. So we preferred to go for the early morning deadline. 

After a well-earned night sleep, pulled anchor at 7a.m just within the given time limit but we weren't 

the last boat leaving Syracuse Bay. 

After stops at the anchorage of Porto Palo (south-

eastern tip) and Pozzalo we reached September the 

14th the complete empty anchorage of Licata. 

According the Heikel pilot, the anchorage was open 

to the south. 

 

But 2 new breakwaters are protecting the bay now 

for southerly winds as well. We could pick our spot 

and dropped anchor with 25m of chain in the centre 

of the shallow (3-4m) basin. 

 

Licata - Catania is 120 km and we can reach it by 

coach in 2,5-hours. Therefore we will stay at the 

anchorage until the new passports have arrived at 

the Dutch Consulate in Catania. 

 

During the next days a few boats entered the 

anchorage to stay for one or two nights. Most of 

them were in a hurry for they travelled to their 

wintering place in Tunisia or Greece. 

 

After a week the "SY Aquamarijn" showed up again 

and most of the time we were the only 2 boats at 

anchor. The town's first impression is somewhat derelict and strange but it will grow on you the longer 

you stay. 

 

Zeezwaluw at anchor all by herself 

in Licata 

Licata at night 

https://salingadventuresofsyzeezwaluw.files.wordpress.com/2017/03/italy-sicily.pdf
https://salingadventuresofsyzeezwaluw.files.wordpress.com/2017/03/italy-sicily.pdf
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Near the marina is a well-sorted chandler with reasonable prices and also a wine shop, selling good 

Sicilian wine straight from the barrel. In the centre you will find supermarkets and all kind off other 

shops. We became very fond of this unusual town. 

 

City of the dead 
From the anchorage we could see a kind of castle on top of the hill and a cemetery underneath. They 

looked very fascinating especially the cemetery with the many small "buildings". 

On a sunny morning we walked into town to find the way up to the castle. A very steep road led us to 

the cemetery first. The entrance sign showed it was the "cimitero cappuccino” Beyond the entrance 

was a stone path along several levels, filled with family graves. 

All were decorated with pictures of the deceased, (fake) flowers and on most of them holy or famous 

statues like "the Pieta" of Bernini. We couldn't discover graves for single people, so even in death 

"family" must be a big issue in Sicily. 

We were overwhelmed by so much extravagance; especially the large mausoleums were even more 

impressive or peculiar. They were like large, special designed houses with a central entrance with or 

without columns and lots of space for large (and probably rich) families. In contrast (probably for the 

poor) the walls along the cemetery were plain 4 story-high "apartments". Never before we came across 

such a cemetery and we experienced it as very special. In Holland the cemeteries are (most of the 

time) a kind of standard garden full of tombstones, some with flowers but most of them without. 

 

Next came the castle and the path up to it, is very steep but at the top the view over the harbour out 

to sea is spectacular, even superior as of the cemetery. 

 

How and what for the castle was used during the old days, will always be a secret to us due to the fact 

that the explanations are in Italian only. Nowadays it's a kind of local historical museum showing old 

agricultural and farmer object. 

Cemetery with in the background the 

"apartments" 

The mausoleums  

View over the cemetery out to the sea 
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The landside of the castle has a dramatic view over the town of Licata and the valley beyond. A 

beautiful narrow and steep goat-path brought us back to Licata's centre. 

 

Finally new passports 
At Tuesday September the 15th, the word came through from The Embassy in Rome, 

the passports arrived finally. The 18th we could pick them up in Catania. On Friday 

early morning we went by couch to Catania. 

As soon as we entered the Dutch Consulate, the assistants gave us a big smile. They 

were very happy for us and together we checked the passports, this time they were 

OK. We gave the assistant our old once and left. 

 

In a café we ordered two glasses of wine and some nibbles to celebrate the happy 

ending of the passport affair! The couch ride to and from Catania was worthwhile 

because we saw a new part of the south-east part of Sicily. 

 

Too less, too much or wind out of the wrong direction 
Waiting time is over now and we can set off to Sardinia finally. The weather was unpredictable during 

our 2 week-stay, no wind at all or gale-force out off a westerly or easterly direction funnelling through 

Sicily Street. The anchorage is superb! 

Of course we experience some wind but are perfectly sheltered against waves and swell. The weather 

doesn't improve much from the moment we are able to move. Being patient is difficult but we have to 

wait for a reliable 3-day window. 

 

On September 23, the weather forecast gives a warning for strong SE winds maybe up to gale or 

severe gale force. We removed all unfastened objects from the deck or secure them properly. 

    Castel San Angelo                     View from Castel San Angelo to Licata in the valley 

Our new 

passports 

Zeezwaluw at anchor just before a nasty thunderstorm 
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During the day, the wind picked up gradually, by evening reaching a force 5/6 but still building up. 

1a.m. we awoke by the GPS-anchor alarm. Checking the GPS learned that we are dragging in a now 32-

36kn of wind with heavy rainfall. Quickly we jumped into some clothes, start the engine and prepare to 

pull the anchor. It is a hard, wet and slippery job on the foredeck. Due to the wind and rain we can 

hardly communicate with each other, which made the job not easier. After half an hour hard work the 

anchor is home. Now we had to circumnavigate the "Aquamarijn" and keep a safe distance before we 

could drop the anchor again. At the first attempt, the chain grew some knots and jammed in the chain 

pipe, but the second attempt went smooth and the anchor was holding with 45m of chain in 3,5m of 

depth! 

 

When Zeezwaluw was save again we 

changed into dry clothing and saw that 

moment the barometer had dropped 5 

points, in the last 20 minutes! So, even 

stronger wind to come. 

 

At 3 o'clock we had a constant wind of 

52kn which was gusting up to 60kn. 

The noise was terrible and water blew 

horizontal over the breakwaters! 

Riens was inside watching the GPS 

carefully for the fact that if we would 

start dragging again in these strong 

winds, then we had big trouble on board. I was sitting in the cockpit already in foul weather gear in 

case off …… 

 

In a very nasty gust, the dinghy with the outboard became airborne, turned over before she landed 

upside-down on the surface. We couldn't believe such a thing could happen whilst at anchor! Nothing 

could be done about it but look and wait until the wind would recede. An hour later the dinghy decided 

to perform another kite act, surprisingly landing in the correct way this time and guess what, .… the 

outboard was still attached to the dinghy! We were very grateful for that. However, the fuel tank and 

the inflatable keel had vanished. 

 

From that moment on the wind came down bit by bit. At 6a.m it was 24kn and we went to bed again. 

Later on that morning we saw our fuel-tank and inflatable keel lying on the rocks at the other side of 

the anchorage. Part of the crew of the Aquamarijn acted as rescue workers and retrieved by dinghy 

our belongings from the rocks. Only a tiny bilge pump is still missing…. 

 

As soon as the wind dropped below 20kn, we hoisted the outboard into the cockpit for inspection. 

Luckily there was no visible damage on the outside and Riens did a remarkable job of engine 

resuscitation followed by extended first aid. He cleaned everything with a freshwater spray and let it 

dry out. After that came the oil- and fuel change, followed by a new sparkplug and a carburettor clean-

up. Everything done, the outboard went back at the dinghy. The fuel in the retrieved tank looked fine 

and we connected the tank to the outboard. 

Now, the moment of truth was upon us….. Checking if the treatment had healed the saltwater 

indigestion or not. 

 

After a few hiccups it ran again, but not as smooth as before the kite flight. We checked the fuel 

tank again and discovered the problem. There was still some water in the tank and therefore in the 

system. 

Barometer readings during the mother of all 

storms 
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After the water was removed from tank and system, the little engine ran like nothing had happened at 

all! Hooray saves us a lot of money! 

 

Finally in Sardinia 
It took another 10 days before we had a favourable weather window. In those 10 days we could fill up 

the water tanks alongside the town quay, had a car drive with Petra to Lidl for big shopping and again a 

swim to clean prop and rudder. 

 

8 o'clock in the morning of October the 6th we finally left, leaving “SY Aquamarijn” behind at anchor. 

There was hardly any wind and the whole day we motor sailed along the coast of Sicily. That day we 

saw a big turtle and many dolphins but no other sailing boats. The next day was more or less the same, 

hardly any wind. After 41 hours we finally could sail under full sail without the engine and reached 

Villasimius anchorage at the south-east corner of Sardinia, Thursday afternoon. 

The next day we sailed (again) without wind to Cagliari. For the first time since the end of April we are 

entering a marina and hook up to electricity and water. Nice for a change! 

 

Relaxing and wintering in Cagliari 
Because we have endured so many heavy 

storms and unpredictable weather, we now 

had to decide whether to continue to Spain 

or stay at Sicily. 

As we needed a break we decided to stay in 

Marina del Sole in Cagliari for at least a 

month. In this month there had been again 

many nasty storms so we decided to stay for 

winter in this lovely town. 

In the marina are around 10 boats with live-

aboards so social live will be OK as well. 

 

The total of our log over 2009 is: 1809 Nm. 

Start was the 5th of January from Ashkelon 

in Israel via Rhodes, Crete, Peloponnesus and the Ionian Islands in Greece. From there along to Sicily, 

Italy and finally we ended up in Cagliari on Sardinia also Italy. 

 

In the “Zeezwaluw Post” nr 14, nr 15 & nr 16 on the website, you will find our first impressions of the 

marina, the town and the walks we already undertook. 

 

Marina del Sole entrance 

Cagliari, part of the old centre 

https://salingadventuresofsyzeezwaluw.files.wordpress.com/2017/03/italy-sardinia.pdf
https://salingadventuresofsyzeezwaluw.files.wordpress.com/2017/03/italy-sardinia.pdf
https://salingadventuresofsyzeezwaluw.files.wordpress.com/2017/03/nr-14-greetings-from-cagliari-sardinia.pdf
https://salingadventuresofsyzeezwaluw.files.wordpress.com/2017/03/nr-15-marina-del-sole-halloween.pdf
https://salingadventuresofsyzeezwaluw.files.wordpress.com/2017/03/nr-16-boat-chores-a-walk-in-the-neighbourhood.pdf
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You will find also a bit about the first walks/parties, Christmas dinner and New Year celebration. More 

adventures will follow in 2010. 

 

We wish you a healthy winter and fair winds next season. 

 

Riens and Ineke at SY Zeezwaluw 

 

To be continued in: “Wintering in Cagliari and spring sailing” 

 

___/)___ 

https://salingadventuresofsyzeezwaluw.files.wordpress.com/2017/04/nr-2-first-boat-left-old-and-new-entangled.pdf
https://salingadventuresofsyzeezwaluw.files.wordpress.com/2017/04/nr-1-christmas-fair-winds-in-2010.pdf
https://salingadventuresofsyzeezwaluw.files.wordpress.com/2017/04/2010-1-wintering-in-cagliari-spring-sailing.pdf

